CASE STUDY

K2 GYM

FUTUREPROOF PHONE SYSTEM WITH MANAGEMENT FEATURES
ABOUT
K2 Gyms located in Bridgend, South Wales is a state of the
art open gym across 2 floors, with top of the range cardio
equipment and weights. The fully equipped functional area
and studio is used for over 50 classes per week including
spinning, circuits, pilates and many more.

KEY SOLUTIONS
KLOUDPBX PHONE SYSTEM
Cloud-based phone system
with the latest technology.
DEDICATED BROADBAND
The gym will be able to efficiently
make bookings, process
transactions and increase their
social media presence.
SELF-MANAGEMENT

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
K2 Gyms had just 1 phone line and regularly used a
card machine to process payments. This meant
when the machine was in use, the phone line would
be occupied – customers calling at that time would
hear an engaged tone. According to research, a
staggering 85% of potential customers will not call
back if their call is not answered first time and 75%
of those people will not leave a voicemail.
Productivity wasn’t being maximised therefore fast
broadband was essential for customer payments
and processing transactions.
Additional handsets were required to improve
operations and customer service.
The company required a modern, futureproof
telecom solution to improve their day to day
operations to ensure no lost business.

Our cloud phone system with management
features guarantees we are offering the best
customer service possible. Previously our card
machine used the phone line when processing
transactions meaning customers trying to call at
that time wouldn’t be able to get through. Now with
a broadband connection the phone line is free and
extra handsets ensure no missed calls.
Victoria Hobbs

Ability to manually make changes
to the system by using the simple
web portal.
DAY AND NIGHT MODE
The phone system is programmed
to operate differently depending on
the day and time.
MUSIC ON HOLD
Assures customers their call is
still connected and in the queue.
TRAINING PROVIDED
Shown how to use the KloudPBX
portal with weekly webinars
providing additonal support.
ADDITIONAL HANDSETS
Installed and programmed in different
areas of the premise: reception, café
and gym to ensure improved
efficiency and no missed calls.
ACCOUNT MANAGER
Local manager oversees the
companies account and conducts
monthly reviews.
ONGOING SUPPORT
The DataKom team is always on
hand for any queries.

